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SURFACE FORECAST

0800 EDT FRIDAY 2000 EDT FRIDAY

Front moving away from coast. High pressure building across

OhioValley toward mid-Atlantic. Maintains NW/N gradient

tonight, although lighter.

Trend toward a very light race continues. Front now well and

truly off the coast. Lingering cloud pushes east as drier, cooler

air arrives on NW wind with ridge building into Ohio Valley.



SURFACE FORECAST

0800 EDT SATURDAY 0800 EDT SUNDAY

High pressure north and east of area. Gradient veering NE to

E and eventually ESE through the day.  A modest increase at

sunrise, but still mainly light for most of Sunday.A bit stronger

in the southern portion of bay..

High pressure moves closer. Best breeze is in the morning

when there is still some moderate N’ly gradient. However as

high pressure nears from west, gradient eases and winds

get lighter from the WNW/NW.  Very light overnight.



WIND FORECAST

1000 EDT SATURDAY 1600 EDT SATURDAY

High pressure over WV and north-central VA supports 

NNW/N winds over the Chesapeake in the

AM.  Winds strongest mid-AM as gradient peaks with 

strongest mixing, then ease mid-day onward as gradient 

weakens.

High pressure moving from the west means a gradually weaker/

easing gradient. Winds are forecast to back left in the northern

Chesapeake. Stronger winds hold over the southern Bay into the

PM. Easing trend expands from north to south with time.



WIND FORECAST

2200 EDT SATURDAY 0400 EDT SUNDAY

Getting quite light across most of the bay. Cooling of the land

decouples the gradient from the surface and lighter air expands

north to south. Variable winds over the upper bay and 

N > NE over the lower.  Light W to calm middle bay 

(Annapolis to Potomac).

Light winds continue until just before sunrise. The main area of 

wind will be out of range in the southern half of the bay. How-

ever, close to sunrise, winds will fill from the ENE/E over the

upper bay.



WIND FORECAST

1000 EDT SUNDAY 1600 EDT SUNDAY

General veering of gradient sets up ENE > ESE winds from

south to north. Lighter and more right-shifted upper bay,

tending stronger and more left-shift southern bay. Fine

weather.

Gradient building from ESE/SE across all of the bay. Stronger in

the south where it will also be more left-shifted. Lighter, more

South-component in the northern ½ of the bay. 



WIND FORECAST DETAIL


